HEALING SUMMIT postponed until 2021
Annual two-day conference to take place in Portugal next May
Cologne, Germany, July 30, 2020 -- Due to the continuing Covid-19 crisis, Healing
Hotels of the World has announced the postponement of its annual HEALING SUMMIT
from October 2020 to May 2021.
The HEALING SUMMIT will still be held at the beautiful Pine Cliffs Resort on Portugal’s
Algarve Coast, and will now take place from May 11-12, 2021. Those who have already
signed up for the event will automatically have their registration and hotel accommodations
switched to those dates, with no additional fees.
“We have been keeping a keen eye on the global pandemic situation, and as much as we
wished and hoped that it would be safe to gather together this October as planned, we
agree that it just doesn’t make sense to do so,” says Elisabeth Ixmeier, co-founder of the
HEALING SUMMIT.
An initiative of the Healing Hotels of the World, the HEALING SUMMIT brings together
individuals who are drawn to collaborate, raise awareness and inspire change. Socially
conscious speakers from the fields of investment, science, healing modalities, missionoriented organizations, and travel join together with delegates to create a gathering of
global influencers committed to doing good.
In addition to the rescheduled Summit in May 2021, a one-day virtual HEALING SUMMIT
will be held in October 2020, with speakers and sessions planned to honor the original
intention of coming together.
Since the pandemic began, the organization has expanded its online experiences in order
to bring the power of their rich network of healers to people around the world. Sessions
with leading Ayurvedic doctors, holistic practitioners, contemporary shamans, spiritual
wellbeing practitioners, psychosomatic medicine specialists, energy coaches and trainers
have been held regularly online, bringing people together for virtual healing moments.
As we begin to return to a new normal, Healing Hotels of the World remains the leading
brand in healing hospitality and a platform for guests to book a wide range of healing
holidays around the world.
“Our shared mission to guide people on a healing journey is stronger than ever, and our
hearts remain open to this amazing community that we’ve formed – first in person, and
now virtually,” says Anne Biging, co-founder of the HEALING SUMMIT. “We will continue
to stay connected, and we look forward to next May when we can all experience the
healing power of coming together in person.”
###

About the HEALING SUMMIT: «company»
The HEALING SUMMIT is an initiative of Healing Hotels of the World. The event takes place
annually and serves as a platform for professionals striving for a holistic approach to life and
business, with the aim to create a global community of influencers who commit to doing good. An
annual event since 2014, the Healing Summit embraces all topics that are inherent to the
worldwide brand Healing Hotels of the World. Find further information on our website:
https://healingsummit.org.

About Healing Hotels of the World
Healing Hotels of the World is a member-based global brand, encompassing more than 80 of the
best healing hotels and resorts around the world. As a leader in the field, Healing Hotels is the first
and only global brand of quality member hotels devoted to profound individual change through
evidence-based modalities dedicated to healing. Hotel partners follow rigorous standards and
criteria, ensuring that wellness for each guest is taken to a deeper dimension through singularly
crafted holistic healing programs. For further information visit our website:
https://healinghotelsoftheworld.com.
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